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ABSTRACT

As the thickness of silicon solar wafer and solar cells becomes thinner, the cells are subjected to high stress due to the thermal coefficient mismatch induced by metallization process. Handling and bowing problems associated with thinner wafers become increasingly important, as these can lead to cells cracking and thus to high yield losses. The goal of this work to provide experimental understanding of Al rear side microstructure development and mechanical properties as well as correlate the obtained results with fracture behaviour of the cell. It is shown that the aluminium back contact has a complex microstructure, consisting of five main components: 1) the back surface field layer; 2) a eutectic layer; 3) spherical (3 - 5 µm) hypereutectic Al-Si particles surrounded by a thin aluminium oxide layer (200 nm); 4) a bismuth-silicate glass matrix; and 5) pores (14 vol%). It was concluded that the eutectic layer thickness and waviness depends on Al particle size, amount of Al paste and textured surface roughness of silicon wafers. The Young’s modulus of the Al-Si particles is estimated by nano-indentation and the overall Young’s modulus is estimated on the basis of bowing measurements and found to be ~43 GPa. It was found, that there is a relation between aluminium paste composition, eutectic layer thickness, mechanical strength and bowing of solar cells. Three main parameters were found to affect the mechanical strength of mc-silicon solar cells with an aluminium contact layer, namely the eutectic layer thickness and uniformity, the Al layer thickness (which results from the Al particle size and its distribution), and the amount of porosity and the bismuth glass fraction.
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1. Introduction

For crystalline silicon solar cells to satisfy future energy requirements there is still a significant need for reductions in system costs and improvements in manufacturing to increase throughput and production yield. Thus, in the near future, PV has to compete with other energy sources both in respect to electricity generation and investment costs. One key for the cost reduction is to reduce the silicon content, thus using a thinner wafer. However, this thickness reduction leads to a high breakage of silicon solar cells. Therefore, nowadays, a large research focus in the area of silicon solar cells is related to the factors influencing mechanical stability of crystalline silicon solar cell. Unfortunately, silicon wafers contain defects, created by the various processing steps involved in solar cell production, which reduce the strength of the wafer significantly. Consequently, a higher breakage rate is unavoidable if thinner wafers are produced with identical fracture strength in combination with the same loading during processing. Handling and bowing problems associated with thinner wafers become increasingly important, as these can lead to cells cracking and high yield losses. The most critical processing step during the manufacture of screen-printed solar cells is the firing process, during which the screen printed aluminium and silver layers are simultaneously fired in order to create electrical contacts. Residual stresses are generated within the cell due to mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients and different mechanical behaviour of the materials used in the metallic contacts. The wafer bows and forms a convex or concave body upon cooling, which mechanically loads the cell and may cause fracture [1]. As the thickness of silicon wafers is reduced, cell bowing becomes a major problem during different processing steps. It is possible to decrease bowing by reducing the amount of alumin-
ium paste or by changing the paste chemistry and firing conditions. However, there is a limit below which screen-printed aluminium paste will lead to a non-uniform back surface field layer, influencing the electrical properties of the cell [2-4]. Nowadays it is very important to find a compromise between electrical properties, strength and costs of the solar cell. To achieve this, it is necessary to have a better understanding of microstructure, stress development and mechanical properties of the cell.

In this paper the results are reported from an investigation of the microstructure and mechanical properties of the aluminium at the rear side of the solar cell, and of the effect of the paste composition on bowing and mechanical strength. Several aspects related to solar cell processing conditions and metallization properties are described in relation to mechanical strength. On the basis of this knowledge, it should be possible to better determine mechanical limits of the solar cell with the aim of reducing yield losses during cell and module manufacture.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Microstructural Analysis

Silicon wafers of 156 × 156 mm² and a thickness of 200 µm were sliced off a single multi-crystalline silicon block. In this study, only wafers from the middle of the block contributed to the results. A standard industrial cell process was used and the screen printing on the rear was performed in the conventional H-pattern manner with a 165 mesh screen. To examine the influence of the type of aluminium paste on bowing, three different commercially available aluminium pastes were used (designated A, B and C).

Measurements of the amount of cell bowing were made by an optical method, using a Quick Vision Mitutoyo system. Five cells from neighbouring wafers were prepared for each type of aluminium paste. Measurements were performed over the full length of the solar cell (156 mm).

A JEOL JSM 6500F scanning electron microscope (SEM) with energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used for microstructural analysis of cleaved samples of a conventional solar cell. In order to characterize the Al-Si reaction layer, samples were polished and etched in a solution of HF-HNO₃-CH₃COOH (1:3:6) for 20 seconds. Metallic polishing holders were used to prevent any influence of embedding resin.

The composition was determined by electron probe micro analyses (EPMA). EPMA measurements were performed with a JEOL JXA 8900R microprobe using an electron beam with an energy of 15 keV and a beam current of 20 nA employing wavelength dispersive spectrometry (WDS). The composition at each analysis local-
with different stiffnesses, i.e. silicon and the Al back contact layer [10]. A linear strain distribution is assumed across the composite beam thickness. The stresses are obtained by multiplying the strains by the modulus of elasticity for silicon ($E_{Si}$) and the aluminium metal layer ($E_{Al}$), respectively, leading to the stress distribution shown in Figure 1. The stress distribution is largely affected by the difference in elastic modulus of the silicon wafer and the aluminium layer. In this work the elastic modulus of the silicon was recalculated from the bending tests and on average amounted to $E_{Si} = 170$ GPa for different crystalinity types. The elastic modulus of the Al layer is determined in this work and used for strength calculations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure of Aluminium Contact layers

Figure 2(a) shows a SEM micrograph of a polished and etched cross section of a typical screen-printed silicon solar cell consisting of 5 distinct layers: silver, silicon, back surface field (BSF), solid eutectic and porous aluminium. The porous aluminium layer was found to have a complex porous microstructure. A closer look into the porous Al layer (Figure 2(b)) reveals the presence of spherical particles, surrounded by a distinct oxide layer. The thickness of this oxide layer is about 150 - 200 nm, which is in good agreement with thermo-gravimmetrical analysis (TGA). Simultaneous thermal analysis results of three different Al pastes show similar patterns of TGA/DSC curves (Figure 3). First, a small negative step in the TG curve is found around 180°C, followed by a larger step around 250°C, accompanied by an endothermic peak in the DSC curve.

This indicates evaporation of solvent and binders from the Al paste. After this large step, an exothermal event appears at around 600°C, together with a small mass increase. This indicates (partial) oxidation of the aluminium in the paste.

This event is immediately followed by an endothermic
Figure 2. (a) SEM micrograph of a cross section of a conventional silicon solar cell (155 × 155 mm², 200 µm), comprising 5 distinct layers; (b) Microstructure of porous Al layer with Al-Si spherical particles, surrounded by a thin film of alumina (Al₂O₃).

Figure 3. Typical TGA/DSC result for Al paste during heating.

As can be seen from the EPMA point measurements (Figure 4), the concentration of oxygen increases going from the middle to the edges of the Al particles. This is consistent with the presence of a thin oxide film, which creates a shell around the particle, which holds the particles in place, and thus creates a stable paste structure. It is expected that particle-to-particle contact is made through the oxide layer. This might lead to only a weak bond between the particles, adversely affecting the mechanical properties of the layer. EDS point analysis is in a good agreement with EPMA results and shows that Al spherical particles have a nearly eutectic Al-Si composition, surrounded by a complex matrix of Al, Si and O (Figure 5). EDS mapping also shows the presence of Bi.
and Ca, which is a residue from the initial Al paste. The particle size distribution analysis showed that Al particles size increases up to 40% in its diameter after firing at 850°C (Figure 6). This might indicate on a diffusion of Si phase inside Al particles, explaining the presence Si lamellas in the as-fired Al paste.

An XRD analysis was performed on the back surface of the cell in order to identify phases present in the Al layer. Measurements were performed for both a mechanically removed Al layer and an as-processed layer on top of a Si wafer. Figure 7 shows the X-ray spectrum of the Al paste, mechanically removed after firing. Besides the expected Al and Si, three extra phases were detected, namely $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$, CaMgSiO$_4$, and bismuth silicon oxide. The latter two are a residue of the initial glass frit present in the Al paste to obtain better sintering properties of the contact layer. The presence of $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$ is in good agreement with literature results, showing a formation of amorphous alumina between 300°C to 550°C and its further transformation into $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$ at about 550°C [11].

In order to evaluate the ratio between Al and Si in the Al back surface layer a full profile Rietveld refinement was performed, employing FullProf software. As a starting model for the refinement, bulk Al and Si structures were used; glass phases were not included in the refinement. The refinement provided good agreement between observed and calculated profiles. The estimated weight ratio between Al and Si, e.g. 83:17, is in good agreement with EDS/EPMA results.

A computed tomography analysis was carried out to obtain the amount and distribution of bismuth silicate glass and porosity. Figure 8(a) shows a representative 2D X-ray image of the Al layer (paste B). The yellow parts correspond to a higher atomic number material (bismuth, Z = 83), which absorbs more X-rays, and grey parts to lower atomic number materials, such as aluminium (Z = 13) and silicon (Z = 14). Based on the digital 3D images of Figure 8(b), the fraction of bismuth glass and of porosity in paste B was estimated to be 3.9 and 14 vol%, respectively. Results for the other pastes are presented in Table 1.

The overall open porosity of the Al layer, estimated by mercury intrusion porosimetry, was found to be around 15%, which is in good agreement with computed tomo-
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Figure 7. XRD spectrum of the initial dried Al paste and mechanically removed Al paste after firing on top of silicon wafer.

Figure 8. (a) 2D X-ray image of the Al layer (paste B), showing the differences in photographic density between different parts (yellow part: bismuth, blue: porosity, grey: Al and Si); (b) 3D volumetric representation of bismuth glass phase (upper) and porosity (lower) distributions.

graphy results. Mercury intrusion showed that at a relatively low pressure (0.06 MPa) filling of large pores (around 50 microns) occurs. An increase in pressure (0.5 - 2 MPa) revealed the filling of the remaining small pores, which are about 2 microns in size.

3.2. Elastic Properties of the Porous Bulk Aluminium Layer

Elastic properties of Al particles inside the porous alu-

minium layer were experimentally obtained by doing nano-indentation, on a MTS Nanolndenter-XP equipped with a three-sided pyramid (Berkovich) diamond indenter, performed in a load controlled mode. It was empirically verified that a straightforward way of determining whether the nano-indentation (force-displacement \( [P,h] \)) curves obtained on a material were acceptable was to compare curves corresponding to a set of identical experimental conditions. During the experiment, it was noticed that the force-displacement \( [P,h] \) curves are significantly affected by the mechanical stability of the sample. A lack of stability leads to an apparent increase of penetration depth and an underestimate of the Young’s modulus. A simple metallic clamping of the specimen in the holder was unsatisfactory in most cases. The best solution found to avoid micro-displacements of the sample during indentation was to place it in an epoxy resin (Epofix) holder. This also made it possible to obtain a smoother surface during polishing, which improved measurement accuracy. With such a procedure, it was observed that the tendency of sample micro-motions was greatly reduced and more reproducible curves could be obtained.

Nevertheless, the first results showed a large spread and a tendency for cracking of Al particles and interfaces between the particles was noted. Optical observations of the surfaces revealed significant roughness and the presence of a large number of defects taking the form of Al particle pull-outs and micro-scratches originating from polishing. When indenting those samples, the indenter first makes contact with micro-asperities which are then deformed in an elasto-plastic manner. As the load rises, micro-cracks tend to develop in the sub-surface of the material, which can lead to material crushing in severe cases [12,13]. These forms of damage are responsible for a significant enhancement of the material compliance, resulting in a decrease of the Young’s modulus, as observed in this work.

It must be pointed out that even after optimizing the polishing and clamping procedure of solar cell cross-sections, a significant amount of surface defects was still noticeable. In such circumstances, it is important to use the combination of experimentally obtained data, such as force-displacement \( [P,h] \) curves, and a direct observation afterwards of each indented particle in order to interpret the results. This reduces possible side effects of surface micro-asperities, pre-existing micro-cracking and sample motion in nano-indentation.

Figure 9 shows a schematic illustration of indentation force-displacement data as well SEM micrographs of the indented Al layer cross section.

Young’s modulus of the Al-Si particles in the porous bulk Al layer was found to be approximately 44.5 GPa at
Table 1. Correlation between aluminium paste composition, bowing and Young’s modulus of the fired aluminium rear side contact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paste type</th>
<th>As-fired Al particles size, µm</th>
<th>Porosity, %</th>
<th>Bismuth glass, %</th>
<th>Bowing, mm</th>
<th>Porous Al layer/ Eutectic layer thickness, µm</th>
<th>Average Young’s modulus, GPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>34/5.3</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36/6</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>46/7.3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. (a) Schematic illustration of indentation force-displacement data, were the elastic unloading stiffness, \( S = \Delta P/\Delta h \), defined as the slope of the upper portion of the unloading curve during the initial stages of unloading (contact stiffness) [7] and (b) the representative force-displacement \([P,h]\) curves of the indented Al-Si particles in the porous Al-layer surface cross section which are shown in the SEM micrographs; (c) Single particle and (d) the complete indented surface.

1.5 mN. However, this value is not representative for the elastic modulus of the porous composite like Al layer as a whole. In order to confirm this value, theoretical calculation was performed based on the experimentally measured bowing of the as-fired Al layer attached to silicon solar wafer.

Bowing of material layers in contact with each other having different thermal expansion coefficients (Si and Al in this case) can be represented by a bimetallic strip model. Assuming bowing in one dimension and only elastic deformation, the resulting deflection, \( \delta \), over a length \( L \) can be calculated using [3]:

\[
\delta = \frac{L^2}{4E\overline{I}}
\]

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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\[ \delta = \frac{3(\alpha_{Al} - \alpha_{Si})(T_f - T_m)(t_{Al} + t_{Si})E^2}{4t_{Al}^2 \left( 4 + \frac{t_{Si}}{t_{Al}} + \frac{t_{Al}}{t_{Si}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{E_{Si}}{E_{Al}} \right)^2 \left( t_{Si} \right)^3 + \left( \frac{E_{Al}}{E_{Si}} \right) \left( t_{Al} \right) \} \]  

(1)

where \( t \) is the layer thickness, \( \alpha \) is the coefficient of thermal expansion, \( T_f \) is the firing temperature (contact formation temperature), \( T_m \) is the measuring temperature (room temperature) and \( E \) is the Young’s modulus.

Using experimentally obtained bowing results and Equation (1), the Young’s modulus of the Al contact layer can be calculated. It should be noted that, since this bimetallic strip model accounts only for two layers, the value obtained for the Young’s modulus should be considered as an average for the combination of the porous part of the Al layer and the solid eutectic layer. Table 1, shows the compositions of the three pastes, the amount of bowing and the calculated average Young’s moduli for the respective aluminium layers. As can be seen theoretical Young’s modulus is in good agreement with experimental Young modulus obtain by Nanoindentation. Furthermore, there seems to be a correlation between the aluminium paste composition (porosity and bismuth glass concentration), bowing and Young’s modulus. A more detailed investigation on the relation between these parameters is outside the scope of this paper and will be presented in a follow-up article.

Based on the results obtained in this paper, a model was made describing the cross section of the rear face of the silicon solar cell with corresponding microstructural features (Figure 10). The Al layer is represented as a complex composite-like material, consisting of three main components: 1) spherical (3 - 5 µm) hypereutectic Al-Si particles, surrounded by a thin aluminium oxide layer (200 nm); 2) a bismuth-silicate glass matrix (3.3 vol%, as an average of three different Al pastes); 3) pores (14 vol%)

The results of microstructure, nano-indentation analyses and bowing measurements are used in a thermomechanical multi-scale model of a solar cell. The model integrates the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the layers at the rear of the cell, allowing bowing of the whole cell to be predicted [14].

3.3. Effect of Al Paste Type on Mechanical Strength of Silicon Solar Cells

Three types of aluminium metal pastes were investigated in order to find the effect of composition on the mechanical strength of silicon solar cells. It was found that there is a large variations in eutectic layer thickness, namely the thickness of the alloy is largest at the valley of the texture and a minimum at the peak of the texture. This indicates that during the formation of Si-Al alloy, the melt initially fills up the texture valley. However, this effect is less pronounced for the Paste A with small Al particle size (1 - 3 microns) and the waviness seem to increase with increasing the Al particle size. It was concluded that the eutectic layer waviness depends on Al particle size, amount of Al paste and textured surface roughness of silicon wafers. These microstructural features should be taken in account when discussing the strength of solar cells.

It should be noted, that specimens were treated as composite beams, consisting of two layers, namely: bulk mc-silicon wafer and an aluminium layer. Thus, the bending strength of the specimens was corrected using the appropriate flexural formulas [8]. Using these formulas, it was possible to determine the maximum stress in each layer at the moment of specimen fracture.

As can be seen from Table 2, aluminium metallization paste types have a significant effect on the strength when the specimens are loaded with the Al layer in tension. In this loading position, both of the specimen layers, i.e. the silicon wafer and the Al layer, are loaded in tension. Furthermore, the silicon wafer experiences the highest tensile stresses.

On the other hand, for a reversed loading position the effect on the mechanical strength is not so significant.

It should be noted that specimens with an Al layer show an increase in bending strength (as compared to the reference silicon wafer specimens), possibly due to the formation of a eutectic layer (~12% Si) and a BSF layer (1 - 2 × 10^{18} atom Al/cm^3 Si). The maximum tensile stress in the silicon wafer will be located at the interface between the silicon wafer surface and aluminium bulk layer, i.e. in the eutectic and the BSF layer. In order to understand why, it is important to take into account the microstructure of each layer.

The eutectic layer as well as its interface with the porous layer will have a significant effect on changing the mechanical behavior of the silicon wafer at the outer fiber. Since silicon is a very brittle material that exhibits linear elastic behavior, the presence of a 2nd ductile phase (i.e. the eutectic layer) could induce some plasticity at the outer fiber; thus, altering the stress distribution and affecting possible crack initiation. Furthermore, this ductile phase (eutectic layer) can serve as a bridge for possible critical cracks, thus improving the strength of mc-silicon solar cells.
Figure 10. Model of the rear face of a silicon solar cell with corresponding microstructural features.

Table 2. Bending test results and microstructure properties of aluminium paste.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paste</th>
<th>Characteristic stresses at fracture (MPa)</th>
<th>Porous Al layer/Eutectic layer thickness, μm</th>
<th>Porosity (vol%)</th>
<th>Bismuth glass fraction (vol%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{Si}}$ (Al$_{\text{fused}}$)</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{Al}}$ (Al$_{\text{fused}}$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>34/5.3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>36/6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>46/7.3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different effects of Al pastes on the mechanical strength of mc-silicon solar cells can be explained by the differences in microstructures. There are a number of microstructural features that might affect the mechanical strength, such as Al layer thickness, porosity, bismuth glass fraction and the thickness of the eutectic layer.

In general, three main parameters affect the mechanical strength of mc-silicon solar cells with an aluminium contact layer, namely the eutectic layer thickness and uniformity, the Al layer thickness (which results from the Al particle size and its distribution), and the amount of porosity and the bismuth glass fraction. These results are used as input parameters for an improved thermo-mechanical multi-scale model of a silicon solar cell, which incorporates the behaviour of the various layers.

4. Conclusion

In this work the microstructure and mechanical properties of the fired aluminium layer on the rear face of a solar cell and its effect on the mechanical strength were investigated. It is shown that the outer porous part of the Al layer has a complex composite-like microstructure, consisting of three main components: 1) spherical (3 - 5 μm) hypereutectic Al-Si particles, surrounded by a thin aluminium oxide layer (150 - 200 nm); 2) a bismuth-silicate glass matrix (3.3%) and 3) pores (14%). The Young’s modulus of the Al porous layer, obtained by nano-indentation, was found to be 44.5 GPa and showed a good agreement with theoretically calculated Young’s modulus, based on bimetallic strip model. There is a relation between aluminium paste composition, mechanical strength and bowing. In case of the aluminium layer, the eutectic layer can induce some plasticity at the outer fiber of the silicon wafer and can serve as a bridge for possible critical microcracks at the silicon wafer surface, thus improving the strength of the mc-silicon wafer. Three main parameters affect the mechanical strength of mc-silicon solar cells with an aluminium contact layer, namely the eutectic layer thickness and uniformity, the Al layer thickness (which results from the Al particle size and its distribution), and the amount of porosity and the bismuth glass fraction. These results are used as input parameters for an improved thermo-mechanical multi-scale model of a silicon solar cell, which incorporates the behaviour of the various layers.
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